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Abstrat. Let � be the lass of funtions f(z) = z+ a0+ a�1z�1+ � � � analyti and univalentin jzj > 1. In this paper we investigate the problem to maximize <a�1 in two sublasses of�: (i) the lass of all funtions f 2 � whih omit two given values �w1 (0 < jw1j < 2) and(ii) the lass of all funtions f 2 � with a0 = 0 whih map onto regions of presribed widthbf = b (0 < b < 4) in the diretion of the imaginary axis. We solve these problems by applying avariational method to a oeÆient problem in two sublasses of univalent Bieberbah-Eilenbergfuntions whih are equivalent to these problems.Keywords: Conformal mappings, oeÆient problems, width of domains, Bieberbah-EilenbergfuntionsAMS subjet lassi�ation: 30C45, 30C70, 30C851. Introdution and resultsLet us denote by � the usual lass of funtions f = f(z) analyti and univalent injzj > 1 whih have series development about in�nity beginningf(z) = z + a0 + a�1z�1 + � � � : (1)Let bf denote the width of the smallest parallel strip parallel to the real axis ontainingthe set Ef of all points omitted by f . Let �b denote the sublass of � onsisting of allfuntions f for whih bf � b for given b 2 (0; 4). We denote by �0b the lass of funtionsf 2 �b with the normalization a0 = 0.Our main purpose is to treat the extremal problemmaxf2�0b < a�1: (2)Clearly, for the limiting ases b = 0 and b = 4 problem (2) has the uniquely determinedsolutions f(z) = z+ 1z and f(z) = z� 1z , respetively, as simple onsequene of the areatheorem.It is evident that there must exist a solution of problem (2). Its existene an beshown by usual ompatness and kernel onvergene arguments of onformal mappingtheory.S. Kirsh: Martin-Luther-Univ. Halle-Wittenberg, FB Math. & Inf., Th.-Lieser-Str.5, D-06099Halle; kirsh�mathematik.uni-halle.deISSN 0232-2064 / $ 2.50  Heldermann Verlag Berlin



1058 S. KirshTo motivate extremal problem (2), let us mention its appliation in onnetion withthe well-known proess of iterated horizontal slit-mappings of simply-onneted domainsfor the approximation of the horizontal slits-mapping of a multiply-onneted domaindue to H. Gr�otzsh [4℄ and G. M. Goluzin [3℄: Let f�1 denote the inverse funtion off 2 �0b . Consider the funtionf�1(w) + 1f�1(w) = w + �1w�1 + � � � (�1 = 1� a�1)whih maps f(fjzj > 1g) into the exterior of the horizontal slit [�2; 2℄. Extremalproblem (2) is equivalent to minf2�0b < �1: (3)A lower estimate of the minimum in (3) depending on b and the logarithmi apaityR (= 1) of Ef was derived in [4: p. 33℄ and more expliitly in [1: p. 237/Formula(4.37)℄ to prove the onvergene of the iteration proess mentioned above.Let us now keep two points �w1 (0 < jw1j < 2) �xed, where 0 < argw1 � �2 withoutloss of generality. We denote by �(�w1) the lass of all funtions f 2 � whih omit thepoints �w1. To solve problem (2), �rst we shall treat the problemmaxf2�(�w1)< a�1 (4)whih has an interest of its own. The existene of suh a maximum is immediateby standard arguments of onformal mapping theory. We investigate problem (4) byapplying a speial variational method to a oeÆient problem in a sublass of univalentBieberbah-Eilenberg funtions whih is equivalent to (4).Clearly, every extremal funtion of (2) is (up to translation and reetion on thereal axis under whih < a�1 and bf are invariant) also an extremal funtion of (4) for asuitable point w1 = u+i b2 (u � 0) whih we shall haraterize by an additional variationpreserving the lass �b.Our purpose is to prove the following theorems.Theorem 1. Let f(z) = z + a0 + a�1z�1 � � � be an extremal funtion of (4). Thenw = f(z) de�nes w as a univalent funtion of � = z + 1z whih satis�es the di�erentialequation w2 � w20w2 � w21 dw2 = �2 � �2�2 � 4 d�2 (5)in the exterior of the line segment [�2; 2℄ with some omplex onstant w0 6= �w1 andsome onstant � � 2. These unknown onstants satisfy the three relationsZ �=20 = �(w20 � w21 sin2 �) 12 �d� = 0 (6)Z �=20 < �(w20 � w21 sin2 �) 12 �d� = �R �=20 (�2 � 4 sin2 �) 12 d� if � > 2� 2 if � = 2 (7)Z �=20 = � w20 os2 �(w21 � w20 sin2 �) 12 �d� = � Z �2 ��2 � �2�2 � 4 � 12 d� (8)



Univalent Funtions with Range Restritions 1059by a suitable hoie of the branh of the square root, and we havea�1 = 12 (�2 � 2 + w21 � w20): (9)Further, Ef is made up of �nitely many trajetory ars of the quadrati di�erentialw2 � w20w2 � w21 dw2 (10)and Ef does not separate the plane.Case I: � > 2. The zeros �w0 of (10) are image points of w = f(z) orrespondingto �� = z+ 1z , and Ef onsists of �w1 and a single analyti urve through 0 onneting�w1, whih is symmetri with respet to the origin and homotopi (in the omplex planepuntured at �w0 and �w1) to the line segment (�w1; w1). The extremal funtion fis uniquely determined. Case I ertainly ours if jw1j is suÆiently lose to 2 and" < =w1 < 2� " for arbitrarily given " 2 (0; 1).Case II: � = 2: Ef onsists of the points �w0; �w1 and the union Cf of at mostthree analyti urves whih is symmetri to the origin and onnets �w1;�w0; w0 withw1, plus some extra slit (if any) joining into �w0, respetively (see Fig. 1). The extremalfuntion f is uniquely determined if and only if equality in (7) holds, that is, Ef has noextra slits. Case II ertainly ours if <w1 is suÆiently lose to 0 and " < =w1 < 2�"for arbitrarily given " 2 (0; 1).

Figure 1 (� = 2)Remark 1. Evidently, for the limiting ase jw1j = 2, the lass �(�w1) onsists onlyof the funtion f(z) = z+w1w1 z�1 whih maps jzj > 1 onto the exterior of the line segment[�w1; w1℄. Evidently, this funtion is extremal for (4) with < a�1 = 1 � 12 (=w1)2 andmay be taken as solution of (5) in the limiting ase w0 !1 as �!1.Let us emphasize the ase of purely imaginary w1 whih allows an expliit solutionof (4) in



1060 S. KirshTheorem 2. Let  2 (0; 2) be given and f 2 �(�i), f(z) = z+a0+a�1z�1+ � � � .Then < a�1 � 1� 122: (11)Equality in (11) holds if and only if f maps jzj > 1 onto the exterior of a ross whihonsists of the line segment [�i; i℄ and some segment on the real axis. There existsin�nitely many suh mappings.Remark 2. There is a lose onnetion to the Garabedian-Shi�er inequality ofGrunsky-type derived in [2℄ whih involves values omitted by f 2 �(�w1). By settingu = �� = w1;m = 1; �0 = 0 and �1 = i, the Garabedian-Shi�er inequality (26) in [8:p. 108/ Theorem 4.5℄ yields < a�1 � 1 + <( 12w21): (12)Applying [8: p. 115/Theorem 4.6℄, equality in (12) holds for a funtion f 2 �(�w1)if and only if Ef onsists of trajetory ars of the quadrati di�erential (10), wherew0 = 0. From this and (6) we onlude w1 = i and hene, the sharp inequality (11)follows together with the equality assertion. Thus inequality (12) is best possible ifw0 = 0. We remark that Grunsky-type inequalities are sharp only if the numerator ofthe quadrati di�erential has no odd order zero. For estimates related to (12), see [8:p. 117/Theorem 4.7℄.In order to integrate the di�erential equation (5), we have to know the parametersw0 and �. Conversely, the given points �w1 and if � = 2 the zeros �w0 of (10) must lieon the extremal ontinuum Ef whih onsists of trajetory ars of (10). The onditionthat the trajetory ars through �w1 and possibly �w0 hang together to form one singleontinuum is a very restritive ondition on the unknown parameters in (5) and leadsto the very impliit set of relations (6) - (8). The analysis of the quadrati di�erential(10) and relations (6) and (8) enables us to get estimates of the zeros �w0 of (10) andthe extremal ontinuum Ef inTheorem 3. Let 0 < jw1j < 2; 0 < argw1 < �2 and f(z) = z + a0 + a�1z�1 � � � bean extremal funtion of (4). Then in all ases (� � 2)w0 2 Z = 8><>:w ������� 0 < argw < min( 14�; argw1)� 12� < arg(w � w1)arg(w21 � w2) < � 9>=>; (13)where Z is an unbounded domain in the �rst quadrant whose boundary is formed by twoor three line segments and one segment of an hyperbola,Ef � D [ (�D) (14)exept for the points 0 and �w1 whereD = nw��� 0 < argw < argw1 and arg(w21 � w2) < �o � Zand we have the inequality1� 12 (=w1)2 < < a�1 < 1 + 12<(w21): (15)



Univalent Funtions with Range Restritions 1061In partiular, if � = 2, thenw0 2 Z� = 8><>:w ������� 12 argw1 < argw < min( 12�; argw1)� 12� < arg(w � w1)arg(w21 � w2) < 12� + argw1 9>=>; (16)where Z� � Z is a bounded domain whose boundary is formed by two or three linesegments and one segment of an hyperbola (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2 (Z� � Z � D)Remark 3. Inequality (15) is asymptotially sharp for <w1 ! 0. In view of CasesI and II of Theorem 1, estimates (13), (14) and (16) are also asymptotially sharp in thefollowing sense: Let " 2 (0; 1) be given arbitrarily. If " < =w1 < 2 � " and jw1j ! 2,then �!1; jw0j ! 1 and, by (13), argw0 ! 0. If w1 is lose by i(0 �  � 2), thenby (14) the extremal ontinuum Ef is (in the sense of the Eulidian metri) lose to theross onsisting of the line segment [�i; i℄ and the real axis. By Theorem 2 and (13),we have w0 = 0 if and only if w1 is purely imaginary. In partiular, if <w1 > 0 andw1 ! i (" �  � 2� "), then by (16) jw0j ! 0 and argw0 ! 14�.Theorem 4. Let f(z) = z + a�1z�1 + � � � be an extremal funtion of (2). Thenbf = b, and f is (up to a translation and reetion on the real axis) a solution of (4)for some w1 = u+ i 12b �0 < u < (4� 14b2) 12 � (17)and w = f(z) de�nes w as a univalent funtion of � = z + 1z whih satis�es the di�er-ential equation (5) in the exterior of the line segment [�2; 2℄ wherew20 = w21 � ivw1 (0 < v < b) (18)and � > 2. The unknown real onstants u; v; � satisfy equations (6)� (8) and we have< a�1 = 12(�2 � 2� 12vb): (19)Furthermore, Ef is a single analyti urve not passing through �w0 whih is symmetrito the origin and joins �w1 perpendiular to the lines =w = � 12b, respetively (seeFigure 3), and Ef � T [ (�T ) (20)



1062 S. Kirshexept for the points 0;�w1 where T is the open triangle with verties 0;<w1; w1.

Figure 3 (� > 2 and bf = b)Remark 4. A simple alulation shows that, in view of (17) and (18), for givenu 2 (0;q4� 12b2) the left-hand side of (6) is a ontinuously dereasing funtion of v > 0hanging sign one. Therefore, for given w1 = u + i 12b the points �w0 satisfying (18)are uniquely determined by (6) suh that v and by (7) and (19) also � and < a�1 maybe onsidered as funtions of u. The uniity of a solution of problem (2) remains anopen problem, beause it is not lear whether < a�1 an have several maxima.2. ProofsThroughout this setion let us denote by d
2 the quadrati di�erential (10).Proof of Theorem 1. A funtion F = F (Z) is alled a Bieberbah � Eilenbergfuntion if it is analyti and univalent in U = fZ : jZj < 1g, so that it has a seriesdevelopment about the origin beginningF (Z) = b1Z + b2Z2 + b3Z3 + � � � (21)and is suh that F (Z1)F (Z2) 6= 1 for any Z1; Z2 2 U . Observe that eah suh funtionomits the values �1. We will denote this lass of Bieberbah-Eilenberg funtions by E .It is well known that jb1j � 1 for all F 2 E , with equality if and only if F (Z) = ei�Z; �real.In view of the following, the ruial point is the observation that the funtionw = 12w1�W + 1W � (22)has a single-valued inverse in the exterior of a ontinuum passing through �w1. Bysubstitutions (22) and Z = 1z , eah funtion W = F (Z) 2 E having series development(21) with b1 = w12 de�nes a funtion w = f(z) 2 �(�w1) having series development (1)and onversely, where a0 = �b2b1a�1 = � b2b1�2 � b3b1 + b21: (23)



Univalent Funtions with Range Restritions 1063Therefore, problem (4) is equivalent to maximize< h� b2b1�2 � b3b1 + b21i (24)over all funtions F 2 E with presribed �rst oeÆient b1 = w12 . We shall solve problem(24) by applying a standard tehnique for onstrained variation within the lass E basedon the impliit funtion theorem (see [5℄ for a more detailed disussion).Let F (Z) = b1Z+ � � � 2 E , Z1; Z2 2 U and "1; "2 be any omplex numbers. Using [6:p. 8/Theorem 2.2℄ (after small modi�ation), for all suÆiently small " = max(j"1j; j"2j)there exists a funtion F �(Z) = b�1Z + � � � 2 E suh thatF �(Z) = F (Z) + 2Xn=1F(Z;Zn; "n; F ) + o(") (25)whereF(Z;Zn; "n; F ) = "n� F (Z)F (Z)� F (Zn) � F (Z)21� F (Zn)F (Z)�� "n� F (Zn)ZnF 0(Zn)2�ZF 0(Z)Z � Zn + "n� F (Zn)ZnF 0(Zn)2�Z2F 0(Z)1� ZnZand b�1 = b1 + 2Xn=1 "nB(Zn; F ) + o(") (26)where B(Z; F ) = b1F (Z)�� F (Z)ZF 0(Z)�2 � 1�:Suppose B(Z; F ) � 0 for an extremal F . Then F (Z) � 12w1Z and the funtionf(z) = z + �w12 �2 1z 2 �(�w1) orresponding with F were an extremal funtion of (4)whih maps jzj > 1 onto the exterior of an ellipse with foal points at �w1. A suitablerotational variation applied to f leads to a ontradition to the extremality of f . ThusB(Z; F ) 6� 0, and the method of Lagrange multiplier is appliable to (24): De�ne	(F ) = �b1 + �b2b1�2 � b3b1 + b21 (27)for F 2 E where � is a omplex onstant. Let F (Z) be extremal for (24). Then<	(F �) � <	(F ) (28)for some omplex Lagrange multiplier � and all (nearby) funtions F � 2 E . Here,"nearby" is in the sense of onvergene on ompat subsets of U . Applying [6: p.



1064 S. Kirsh12/Theorem 4.1℄, after a alulation we therefore get: The extremal F satis�es thedi�erential equation�b21�W + 1W �2 � 4b21 � �b1�dW 2W 2 = ��Z + 1Z �2 � 2� 2	(F ) + �b1�dZ2Z2 (29)where the right-hand side is real and non-negative for jZj = 1. By the substitutionsZ = 1z and (22), W = F (Z) de�nes a funtion w = f(z) 2 �(�w1) whih maps jzj > 1onto the exterior of a ontinuum Ef having no interior (see [6: p. 13/Theorem 4.2℄).Sine w2�w21 = (w12 )2(W� 1W )2, we have dW 2W 2 = dw2w2�w21 , and hene from (29), w = f(z)de�nes w as a univalent funtion of � = z + 1z satisfying the di�erential equation (5)where, in view of (23), (27) and b1 = w12 ,w20 = w21 + 12�w1 (30)and �2 = 2 + 2a�1 + 12�w1: (31)Beause the right-hand side of (5) is real and non-negative for � 2 [�2; 2℄, it followsthat �2 � 4. Combining (30) and (31), we get (9). The ontinuum Ef is the image of[�2; 2℄ under the mapping � ! w de�ned by � = z + 1z and w = f(z).We now analyze the ontinuum Ef more arefully. If � > 2, then the right-hand sideof (5) has simple zeros at �� and hene the ontinuum Ef will not ontain the ritialpoints �w0. If � = 2, then Ef must ontain the points �w0. We see that Ef ontainsthe points �w1 and may or may not ontain the points �w0. Exept for these points itmust onsist of analyti ars whih are trajetories of d
2. Clearly, w20 6= w21. Thus d
2has three or four �nite ritial points. At the simple poles �w1, exatly one trajetoryleaves. At �w0 exatly three or four leave at equal angles depending on whether w0 6= 0or w0 = 0. Obviously, d
2 is invariant under reetion with respet to the origin. Thus0 2 Ef and Ef onsists of either:(� > 2) the points �w1 and a single analyti urve not passing through �w0, whihis symmetri to the originor: (� = 2) the points �w0;�w1 and the union Cf of at most three analyti urves,whih is symmetri to the origin and onnets the points �w1;�w0; w0 with w1,plus possibly one analyti slit leaving at �w0.To derive relations (6) - (8) we observe �rst that R d
 over any segment of Ef is realand any path an be altered homotopially in the omplex plane puntured at the fourpoints �w0 and �w1 without hanging the integral of d
.Next we show that if J is the line segment [�w1; w1℄ , then either R d
 over J isreal, or there are four disjoint subintervalls of J for whih R d
 is real. First, suppose� > 2. Then either Ef is homotopi (in the omplex plane puntured at �w0 and �w1)to J , or the three trajetories leaving �w0 must ross the line segment (0;�w1). Theabove assertion therefore holds. On the other hand, if � = 2, then Ef is homotopi toJ or else the segments of Ef from 0 to �w0 and from �w0 to �w1, together with a



Univalent Funtions with Range Restritions 1065third trajetory from �w0 to some point of (0;�w1), make up two paths homotopi todisjoint segments of the line segment (0;�w1). Again the onlusion follows.Let I = [w1 sin �1; w1 sin �2℄ be any segment of the line segment [0; w1℄. ThenRI d
 = R �2�1 (w20 � w21 sin2 �) 12 d�. This is the weighted mean value of omplex num-bers on a segment of an hyperbola. Two suh disjoint integrals ould be real only if w20and w21 both are real, that is, w0 is either real or purely imaginary and w1 is purelyimaginary. Analyzing the qualitative nature of the trajetories of d
2 we onludew0 = 0, and therefore Ef onsists of the segment [�w1; w1℄ on the imaginary axis plussome segment on the real axis. Otherwise, if w0 6= 0 were real, then the only trajetoryonneting the points �w1 is the line segment [�w1; w1℄ having apaity < 1 whih isa ontradition. On the other hand, if w0 6= 0 were purely imaginary, then the onlytrajetory from �w1 is the segment from �w1 to �w0 on the imaginary axis. Moreover,the real axis is also a trajetory. Hene, no bounded Ef an satisfy the requirements,and this ase annot our.Therefore, we have shown = RJ d
 = 0 or, equivalently, (6).This is only one relation among three real unknowns. Suppose � > 2. Then from(5) the integral of d
 around Ef in the w-plane will equal the integral around [�2; 2℄in the �-plane. In view of the fat that Ef is symmetri to the origin and homotopi tothe line segment [�w1; w1℄, we therefore get relation (7), where equality holds. Suppose� = 2. Then Ef passes through �w0 and equation (5) simpli�es to d
 = d� in theexterior of the segment [�2; 2℄. This segment has "open ends" at �2, i.e. d
 hangessign if we hange diretions at those points. The integral of d
 around [�2; 2℄, startingat -2, will be the same as the integral of d
 around Ef in the w-plane, starting at the"open end" whih will be �w0 or the tip of the possibly "extra" slit joining into �w0.That is, we therefore must haveZ �=20 <�(w20 � w21 sin2 �) 12 �d� + I+ + I� = 2where I� � 0 and I+ � 0 are the integrals of d
 along Ef from the tip of a possibly"extra" slit to �w0 and from w0 to the tip of another possibly "extra" slit, respetively.This implies the inequality in (7) with equality only if the "extra" slits are of zero length.A third relation is obtained from (5) with the help of the observation that � = ��orresponds to w = �w0, respetively. Thus, the integral of d
 in the �-plane alongthe line segment l = [2; �℄ must equal the integral of d
 in the w-plane along L, theimage of l by the mapping � ! w. Sins l lies along an orthogonal trajetory, L mustbe an orthogonal trajetory of (10) from some point 6= �w1 of Ef to w0. This integralis purely imaginary, while the integral along any part of Ef is real. Hene= ZS d
 = � Z �2 ��2 � �2�2 � 4 � 12 d� (32)where by Cauhy's integral theorem we may integrate along any analyti urve S whihonnets the point 0 or w1 of Ef with w0. Choosing S as the line segments [0; w0℄,relation (32) is equivalent to (8).



1066 S. KirshBy using the General CoeÆient Theorem [8: p. 246/Theorem 8.12℄, we see thatif � > 2, or � = 2 and Ef has no extra slits, then the extremal funtion is uniquelydetermined, and if � = 2 and Ef has some extra slit, then there are in�nitely manyextremal funtion and at least one for whih Ef is symmetri to the origin.It only remains to show that Cases I and II an our atually. For proving this weuse a ontinuity argument.First we onsider the Case I. Assuming that Case I would not our if jw1j is loseto 2 and " < =w1 < 2�" for arbitrarily given " 2 (0; 1). Then there exists a sequene ofpoints w1;n with jw1;nj ! 2 for whih the orresponding sequene of extremal funtionsfn 2 �(�w1;n) of (4) (or a suitable subsequene of it) onverge loally uniformly injzj > 1 to a limit funtion f 2 � ful�lling bf > 0. Moreover, every funtion w = fn(z)de�nes w as a univalent funtion of � = z + 1z whih satis�es the di�erential equationw2 � w20;nw2 � w21;n dw2 = d�2 (33)in the exterior of the line segment [�2; 2℄ with some omplex onstants w0;n 2 Efn ; w20;n6= w21;n. We may assume w0;n ! w0. From (33) we infer that the limit funtion w = f(z)de�nes w as a univalent funtion of � = z+ 1z whih must satisfy the di�erential equationw2 � w20w2 � w21 dw2 = d�2 (34)in the exterior of the line segment [�2; 2℄ with 0 < argw1 < �2 ; jw1j = 2 and, sinebf > 0 we have w0 6= �w1. Therefore �w0;�w1 2 Ef and Ef must be a trajetoryof (10). Beause of jw1j = 2 and �w1 2 Ef , the ontinuum Ef must have diameter4 and hene, the limit funtion f maps jzj > 1 onto the exterior of the line segmentEf = [�w1; w1℄. This leads to a ontradition beause [�w1; w1℄ for 0 < argw1 < �2 isno trajetory of (10).Finally, we onsider the remaining Case II. Assuming that Case II would not ourif <w1 is lose to 0 and " < =w1 < 2 � " for arbitrarily given " 2 (0; 1). Then thereexists a sequene of points w1;n ! w1 = i (0 <  < 2) for whih the sequene ofextremal funtions fn 2 �(�w1;n) of (4) (or a suitable subsequene of it) onvergeloally uniformly in jzj > 1 to a limit funtion f 2 � ful�lling bf > 0. Moreover, everyfuntion w = fn(z) de�nes w as a univalent funtion of � = z + 1z whih satis�es thedi�erential equation w2 � w20;nw2 � w21;n dw2 = �2 � �2n�2 � 4 d�2 (35)in the exterior of the line segment [�2; 2℄ with �n > 2 and some omplex onstantsw0;n 62 Efn ; w20;n 6= w21;n. Besides, in view of (7), we must haveZ �=20 <�(w20;n � w21;n sin2 �) 12 �d� > 2 (36)for all n. There are only two possible ases to distinguish: either both sequenes fw0;ngand f�ng are bounded, where we may assume w0;n ! w0 and �n ! �, or unbounded.



Univalent Funtions with Range Restritions 1067From (35) we infer that the limit funtion w = f(z) de�nes w as a univalent funtion of� = z + 1z whih must satisfy either the di�erential equation (5) in the exterior of theline segment [�2; 2℄ with � � 2, w1 = i 2 Ef (0 <  < 2) and w0 6= �w1, orAdw2w2 � w21 = d�2�2 � 4 (37)in the exterior of the line segment [�2; 2℄. Beause of f 0(1) = 1 the onstant A in (37)is equal to 1. The seond ase may be exluded. Indeed, integreting (37) we easily seethat Ef is the line segment [�i; i℄ having apaity 2 < 1 whih is a ontradition.Hene, the �rst ase must our. The limit funtion f maps jzj > 1 onto the exteriorof a ross whih onsists of the line segment [�i; i℄ and some segment on the real axis(see the proof of Theorem 2). In partiular, we have w0 = 0 andZ �=20 <�(w20 � w21 sin2 �) 12 �d� =  < 2: (38)Letting n tend to in�nity, from (36) we get a ontradition to (38). This ompletes theproof of Theorem 1Proof of Theorem 2. Let w1 = i (0 <  < 2) and f be an extremal funtion of(4). Beause of (6) we must haveZ �=20 =�(w20 + 2 sin2 �) 12 �d� = 0: (39)Suppose =(w20) > 0 (< 0). Clearly, the quantity [w20+2 sin2 �℄ has the onstant positive(negative) imaginary part =(w20). The square root of this quantity would lie in the �rst(fourth) quadrant. Hene, the imaginary part of [w20 + 2 sin2 �℄ 12 ould never hangesign and the integral average in (39) ould never be zero. Thus, w20 must be real. Fromthis we an onlude w0 = 0 by analyzing the qualitative nature of the trajetories of(10) whih we have already aomplished in the proof of Theorem 1. Therefore, f mapsjzj > 1 onto the exterior of a ross whih onsists of the line segment [�i; i℄ and somesegment on the real axis. As the Case II of Theorem 1, all suh mappings are extremalfuntions. The analyti representation of suh (odd) one is given by (55) and (56), andfrom (57) we get (11). This proves Theorem 2By (5), the trajetories of (10) are the images of the trajetories of the quadratidi�erential �2 � �2�2 � 4 d�2 (40)through that funtion w = g(�) = � + 0 + �1��1 + � � � (41)de�ned by w = f(z) and � = z + 1z . Obviously, the trajetories of (40) are sym-metri with respet to the real and imaginary axis. If � > 2, then the line segments(�1;��); (�2; 2); (�;1), some analyti urve � whih lies in =z > 0 and onnets thepoints ��, and �� are ritial trajetories of (40). Hene, the omplement of the union



1068 S. Kirshof all these ritial trajetories and all ritial points of (40) and (10), respetively, isomposed of one ring domain and two end domains. Evidently, if � = 2, then the traje-tories of (40) are lines parallel to the real axis and hene, the omplement of the unionof all these ritial trajetories and all ritial points of (40) and (10), respetively, isomposed of two end domains. These domains are overed exatly one by a ertainfamily of trajetories. In the ase of end domains these trajetories are open Jordanars whih tangent to horizontal lines near in�nity, while in the ase of a ring domainthese trajetories are losed Jordan urves.Let � = g�1(w) be the inverse funtion of (41). Through � = g�1(w) the ontinuumEf is mapped onto the exterior of the line segment [�2; 2℄. Beause this parallel slitmapping is uniquely determined and we may assume that Ef is symmetri to the origin,we an onlude that � = g�1(w) is an odd funtion. Hene, 0 = 0 and the ritialtrajetories g((�;1)) and g((�1;��)) of (10) are tangent to the positive and negativereal axis at in�nity, respetively.Remark 5. The following is evident on topologial grounds: If � > 2, then onevery analyti urve  onneting any two points of Ef = g([�2; 2℄) there exists at leastone intermediate point on  at whih some trajetory of (10) is tangent to . Thisassertion is also true, if  tends from any point of g(��) and is tangent to the real axisat in�nity. On the other hand, if � = 2, then on every analyti urve  onneting anytwo points of the union U of all ritial trajetories of (10) there exists at least oneintermediate point on  at whih some trajetory of (10) is tangent to . This assertionis also true, if  tends from any point of U and is tangent to the real axis at in�nity.Proof of Theorem 3. First we shall prove estimates (13) and (16). Sine 0; w1 2Ef , as Remark 5 there is at least one point �w1 (0 < � < 1) on the line segment = (0; w1) at whih some trajetory of (10) is tangent to . This implies by (10) thatthe quantity w20 � �2w21 is real positive; that is,=(w20) = �2=(w21)<(w20) > �2<(w21)) : (42)By assumption, =(w21) > 0 and hene, from the equation in (42) we get0 < =(w20) = �2=(w21) < =(w21) (43)and, ombining the two relations in (42),ot(2 argw0) = <(w20)=(w20) > <(w21)=(w21) = ot(2 argw1): (44)Therefore, from (43) and (44) we onludew0 2 D = nw : 0 < argw < argw1 and arg(w21 � w2) < �o: (45)To ontinue the estimate of w0, we next use the fat that, in view of (32), theimaginary part of RS d
 is negative or equal to zero aording as � > 2 or � = 2, where



Univalent Funtions with Range Restritions 1069we may integrate along any analyti urve S that onnets the point 0 or w1 of Ef withw0. To do this we have to estimate the sign of = RS d
 on D.First let S be the line segment [0; w0℄; w0 2 D. The imaginary part of RS d
beomes a funtion � of w0 for whih���jw0j = = Z w00 w20jw0j�(w20 � w2)(w21 � w2)� 12 dw (46)holds. The argument of the di�erential d! in (46) is equal to 2 argw0� 12 arg(w21 �w2)where in view of (45) we have2 argw0 � 12� < arg d! < 2 argw0 � argw1: (47)If w0 2 D and argw0 � �4 , then (47) implies ���jw0j > 0 and therefore, sine �(0) = 0,we have �(w0) > 0. Hene, in every ase (� � 2) the zero w0 2 D of (10) must satisfyargw0 < 14�: (48)On the other hand, if w0 2 D and argw0 � 12 argw1, then (47) implies ���jw0j < 0 andtherefore, sine �(0) = 0, we have �(w0) < 0. Hene, if the zero w0 2 D of (10) is abranhing point of Ef , then it must satisfy12 argw1 < argw0 < 14�: (49)Next let now S be the line segment [w1; w0℄; w0 2 D. The imaginary part of RS d
beomes a funtion 	 of w0 for whih�	�jw0j = = Z w0w1 w20jw0j�(w20 � w2)(w21 � w2)� 12 dw (50)holds. In order to show that the derivative in (50) is negative we shall estimate theargument of the di�erential d! in (50). In view of (45) and w 2 S, we havearg d! = argw0 � 12 [arg(w + w0) + arg(w + w1)�+ argw0 � 12�where �� < arg d! < 0. This implies �	�jw0j < 0 (w0 2 D) and hene, 	 is a dereasingfuntion of jw0j for �xed argw0 2 (0; argw1).Now we estimate the sign of 	(w0) � = R w0w1 d
 in D. Let arg(w0 � w1) = ��2 . Inview of w 2 S, we havearg d
 = �� + 12 [arg(w + w0) + arg(w + w1)℄where �2� < arg d
 < ��. This implies	(w0) > 0 �w0 2 D; arg(w0 � w1) = � 12��: (51)



1070 S. KirshLet now w0 2 D be a point on that segment of the hyperbola w = (w21�ivw1) 12 (v >0) whih tends from w1. For the estimate of the sign of 	(w0) � = R w0w1 d
 it is moreonvenient to integrate from w1 to w0 along this segment of the hyperbola. Sinearg(w20 � w2) = argw1 � 12�arg(w21 � w2) = argw1 + 12�arg dw = � 12� � 12 arg �1� i vw1 � (v > 0)along this path of integration, we havearg d
 = �� � 12 arg �1� i vw1 � (v > 0)where �� < arg d
 < 0. This implies	(w0) < 0 �w0 2 D; arg(w21 � w20) = 12� + argw1�: (52)As we saw, 	 is a dereasing funtion of jw0j for �xed argw0 2 (0; argw1). Hene,from (51) and (52) we onlude that ifw0 2 D; arg(w0 � w1) � � 12� and w0 2 D; arg(w21 � w20) � 12� + argw1;then 	(w0) > 0 and 	(w0) < 0, respetively. Hene the zero w0 2 D of (10) mustsatisfy ��2 < arg(w0 � w1). This together with (48) gives (13). Besides, if the the zerow0 2 D of (10) is a branhing point of Ef , then it must satisfy ��2 < arg(w0�w1) andarg(w21 � w20) < �2 + argw1. This together with (49) gives (16).Next we shall prove estimate (14). First, from (10) we onlude that Ef intersetsthe real axis at the origin under the angle �(0) = argw1 � argw0. By (13), it follows0 < �(0) < argw1. Hene Ef and D have ommon points.Suppose the assertion in (14) is false. Then Ef and the boundary of D[ (�D) musthave at least one ommon point ŵ 6= 0;�w1. By symmetry, there are only three asesto onsider:Case 1. Suppose ŵ = �0w1 (0 < �0 < 1). Then, as Remark 5, there are at leasttwo points �1w1 and �2w1 (0 < �1 < �0 < �2 < 1) at whih some trajetories of (10) aretangent to the line segment  = (0; w1). But this ontradits the fat that the equationin (42) has exatly one solution � on (0; 1).Case 2. Suppose ŵ = �0 (�0 > 0). Then, as Remark 5, there are at least two points�1 and �2 (0 < �1 < �0 < �2) at whih some trajetories of (10) are tangent to the half line : w = � (� > 0). This implies by (10) that the quantities [(�2i �w20)(�2i �w12)℄ (i = 1; 2)are real positive. Therefore, its imaginary parts must be equal to zero or, equivalently,=(w20w12) + �2i =(w21 � w20) = 0 (i = 1; 2): (53)From here it follows that =(w20w12) = =(w21 � w20) = 0 in ontradition to (13).Case 3. Suppose ŵ = (w21 + �0) 12 (�0 > 0) be a point on that segment of thehyperbola  : w = (w21 + �) 12 (� > 0) whih tends from w1. Then, as Remark 5, there



Univalent Funtions with Range Restritions 1071are at least two points (w21 + �1) 12 and (w21 + �2) 12 (0 < �1 < �0 < �2) on  at whihsome trajetories of (10) are tangent to . This implies by (10) that the quantities[(w21 � w20 + �i)(w12 + �i)℄ (i = 1; 2) are real positive. Therefore, its imaginary partsmust be equal to zero or, equivalently,=(w20w12) + �i=(w20) = 0 (i = 1; 2): (54)From here it follows that =(w20w12) = =(w20) = 0 in ontradition to (13).As we have just seen, all three ases lead to a ontradition. Thus (14) must hold.It only remains to prove inequality (15). Let 0 < jw1j < 2. We shall �rst onstruta suitable slit mapping g 2 �(�w1) as follows: The funtion w = g(z) (jzj > 1) givenby w = w12 � jw1jw1 � + w1jw1j 1�� (55)and z + 1z = jw1j2 �� + 1�� (56)has a series development z + b�1z�1 + � � � about in�nity whereb�1 = 1 + 14 (w21 � jw1j2) (57)and maps jzj > 1 onto a domain whose exterior onsists of the line segment [�w1; w1℄plus two analyti slits s and �s. In partiular, if w1 = i (0 <  < 2), then s [ (�s) isa segment on the real axis, suh that g maps jzj > 1 onto the exterior of a ross.Let 0 < argw1 < �2 ; jw1j < 2 and f(z) = z+a0+a�1z�1 � � � be an extremal funtionof (4). Then by (57) we have <b�1 = 1 � 12 (=w1)2 � <a�1. Suppose <b�1 = <a�1.Then g is also an extremal funtion of (4) in ontradition to (14). Thus the leftinequality in (15) must hold. The right inequality in (15) has already been establishedin Remark 2. This ompletes the proof of Theorem 3Proof of Theorem 4. First we show that bf = b in the extremal ase. Supposebf > b. Then, by applying the method of interior, rotational and slit variation to f , weget f(z) = z + 1z where bf = 0 whih is a ontradition. Furthermore, every extremalfuntion of (2) is (up to translation and reetion on the real axis) also an extremalfuntion of (4) for a suitable pointw1 = u+ i 12b �0 � u � (4� 14b2) 12 �whih we shall haraterize by an additional variation preserving the lass �b. In viewof Remark 1 and Theorem 2, from the left inequality in (15) we an onlude that (17)must hold.De�ne �(F ) = � b2b1�2 � b3b1 + b21



1072 S. Kirshfor F (Z) = b1Z + b2Z2 + b3Z3 � � � 2 E . As we have seen at the beginning of the proofof Theorem 1, problem (2) is equivalent to maximize<�(F ) (58)over the lass of all funtions F 2 E suh that =b1 = =( 12w1) = 14b.In the following we use variations (25) and (26) to onstrut variations whih pre-serve this sublass. Let F 2 E be an extremal funtion of (58), and Z1; Z2 2 U and"1; "2 be any omplex numbers. Choose Z2 2 U suh that B(Z2; F ) 6= 0. Then, for suf-�iently small " = max(j"1j; j"2j) there exists a funtion F �(Z) = b�1Z+ � � � 2 E with theasymptoti development (25), where "2 an be hosen as a ontinuously di�erentiablefuntion of "1 suh that b�1 = b1 + <"1: (59)This last step is based on the impliit funtion theorem and is a standard tehnique foronstrained variation. Combining (25), (26) and (59) to eliminate "2 in (25) and takinginto aount that F is a solution of (29), after a alulation we obtain from (25)<�(F �) = <�(F )� (<"1)(<�) + o(") (60)where � is the Lagrange multiplier involved in (29). Beause of the extremality of F , wehave <�(F �) � <�(F ), and (60) gives <� = 0. In view of (30) and (13), this implies(18).From (10) and (18) we an onlude that the extremal Ef joins into �w1 under theangle [arg(�w1)� arg(w21 � w20)℄ = � 12�. In view of the last equation (with the uppersign) and Theorem 3, we see that (16) and therefore � = 2 annot hold. Thus � > 2.By Theorem 1, the unknown real onstants u; v in (17),(18) and � satisfy equations(6) - (8). Inserting (17), (18) into (9), we get (19).It only remains to prove (20). Suppose the assertion in (20) is false. Then Ef andthe boundary of T [ (�T ) must have at least one ommon point ŵ 6= 0;�w1. In view of(14) and by symmetry, there is only to onsider the ase ŵ = w1� i�0 (0 < �0 < 12b). AsRemark 5, there is at least one point w = w1� i� (0 < � < �0) at whih some trajetoryof (10) is tangent to the line segment  = [w1; ŵ℄. This implies by (10) that the quantity[(w2 � w20)(w2 � w12)℄ is real negative for w = w1 � i� (0 < � < �0). Therefore, itsimaginary part must be equal to zero or, in view of (17) and (18), equivalently uv�2 = 0.But this is obviously a ontradition. Thus (20) must hold and Theorem 4 is provedompletelyAs a �nal remark, we observe that the estimates of the extremal ontinuum Efgiven in Theorems 3 and 4 an be re�ned on. Moreover, the onsiderations ould beextended to investigate further geometri properties, as onvexity and urvature of theextremal Ef . In view of that, we refer to the paper [7℄ in whih the author investigatesa ontinuum ontaining three given points with minimal trans�nite diameter.
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